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Resulting from changes in property, the industry has stepped into
a rational and high-quality development stage; therefore, real estate
enterprises urgently need to explore innovations and evolutions.
RealTech Expo has taken this opportunity to bring its own innovations into the market.

By focusing on the “future space”, RealTech Expo has gathered
the most influential players from all sectors of the property industry,
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such as developers, investors, government planning officials,
groundbreaking tech solution and service providers, to show the
advanced technologies and future trends of the real estate industry
through various dedicated exhibition zones. RealTech Expo is
committed to building a B2G2C platform, integrating business
promotions and rebranding, enabling real estate enterprises to
transform and develop.
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3 Dedicated Exhibition Zones
The exhibition area will be composed of 3 themed zones, including "future space", "future technology" and
"future ecology", displaying the latest ideas, research findings, cutting-edge products,
and solution systems of different enterprises in the property industrial chain.
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Summits, Forums and Side Events
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Glimpses the future of real estate
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Partners (Part)
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Directly facing upstream and downstream companies in the industry chain, looking for partners
and creating technology export opportunities

to G

Displaying the government authorities
and investors about your development
& operational strength of a unique

Showing future space to the
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public, effectively educating
the market, differentiating
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5 Top Reasons to Exhibit at RealTech Expo
Global
Network

With the international resources of

RealTech gathers the most

Messe München, excellent organiza-

influential players from all

tions and enterprises from Germany,

sectors of the property

Singapore, Japan and the United
States are invited to join in, bringing

Rebranding

industry to show their business strength together in a

learning and exchange opportunities

4-day event, and connects

to the industry. Meanwhile, develop-

their corporate brand with

ment/investment enterprises in the

the concept of "future guide"

“Belt and Road” countries are invited

through mass media releases

to visit and create export opportunities

Exhibitors and Visitors
Real Estate Developers

Cities & Regional Authorities

Residential, commercial, hotel, leisure, retail,

Departments of planning and natural resources,

industrial, educational, nursing and other types

regional development and investment organizations,

of developers who have future leading projects.

real estate trading companies, urban planners, land
exchange service providers, etc.

Solution Providers
Green, sustainable, prefabricated and fully fur-

Worldwide Real estate Industry
Associations/ Training Institutes

nished buildings, intelligent & digital solution

The latest real estate related standards creators

providers, etc.

qualification certification agencies, etc.

Service Providers

Financial Institutions

Real estate lease companies, engineering

Banks, investment companies, venture capitalists,

consultants, urban planners, major contractors,

private & equity investors, asset management

project management companies, real estate

corporations, etc.

advisors, operations, marketing and other
related high-quality service providers, etc.
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Organizers
China Real Estate
Chamber of Commerce

Messe München

MMU BAU Fenestration
Co., Ltd

CRECC is a first-class national non-

MMG owns the BAU CHINA series

One of the world's top 10 exhibition

governmental organization, overseen by

of exhibitions. It is committed to

companies. MMU owns EXPO REAL,

the All-China Federation of Industry &

providing comprehensive and

the largest B2B exhibition in the field of

Commerce (ACFIC) and registered with

high-end architectural system

commercial real estate in Europe, as

the Ministry of Civil Affairs of the PRC.

solutions for the Asian market.

well as the world-leading digitalBAU,

It represents the common interests of

BAUMA and many other exhibition

China's real estate industry with its

brands in the field of construction.

mission to promote sustainable growth
of the real estate sector.

Contact Us
Chinese Contact: Ms. Grace Yang

International Contact: Mr. Matthias Strauss

For more information, please

Tel: +86-10-84719580-826

Tel: +49 89 949-20131

visit: www.bauchina.com

Email: grace.yang@mmuexpo.com

Email: matthias. strauss@messe-muenchen.de

OR Scan the QR code

